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Bot Libre Analytics 
Product Overview 
Bot Libre Analytics lets you license the Bot Libre platform software to install on your own your 

own server, and host bots for your own projects and clients. 

Develop and host AI, machine learning, and deep learning solutions for your business and 

clients. Become an AI, and deep learning service provider for your own clients, in your 

geographic region, or vertical market. Engage this rapidly expanding and evolving market. 

Leverage the sophisticated Bot Libre platform, web API, mobile SDKs, and our support, service, 

and expertise.  Get new versions and features as our platform continues to rapidly evolve and 

lead the market. 

Bot Libre lets your users develop deep learning solutions without requiring any programming. 

Bot Libre integrates with Python and Tensorflow to let you develop advanced deep learning 

solutions. 

The Bot Libre Analytics platform includes a web interface, JavaScript SDK, Android SDK, iOS 

SDK, and web API. Our AI engine, web SDK, and mobile SDKs are open source, which lets you 

fully customize our platform to suit your needs.   

 

 

 

 



 

Deep Learning 
Our deep learning service can be used to analyse images, audio, video, text, and data to provide 

classifications, predictions, and decisions. Deep learning uses deep neural networks to analyze 

complex data and learn from the data. 

Our deep learning service integrates with Tensorflow and other deep learning frameworks to let 

you create and train analytics and access them from the web, mobile, and through our web API. 

Our deep learning and analytics platform enables business to utilize this powerful new 

technology and integrate artificial intelligence with their business processes. 

 

   

 



 

Algorithmic Trading 
Bot Libre Analytics Plus supports fully automated trading using the Interactive Brokers API. 

Trade securities, indices, currencies, and crypto currencies. 

Bot Libre Analytics can connect to your live, or paper trading account, download historic data, 

monitor multiple securities and positions in real time, and place buy and sell trades. 

You can download historic data to a local database. You can train bots on the data, and run 

algorithms through segments of the historic data to judge their fitness. 

Bot Libre Analytics Plus provides a graphical user interface that lets your create, train, monitor, 

and manage your trading bots and trading accounts. You can graphs securities and visualize 

common market indicators such as MACD and EMA. 

 

   

 



 

Packaging and Pricing 
The Bot Libre Analytics is licensed per runtime CPU. 

Our base price for the platform includes a 2 CPU platform license, rebranding of the platform 

under your own brand, remote ssh installation, and 12 months of support and product patches 

and upgrades. 

You can also just pay for the software license, and pay monthly for support, patches, and 

upgrades as desired. 

A full source code license is also available. 

Contact sales@botlibre.biz for pricing information. 

Affiliates and Partners 
We have an affiliate and partner program. We can provide resellers commissions on there 

referrals, or work with partners on a royalty or OEM based model. 

About Us 
Paphus Solutions Inc. is a Canadian corporation located in Ottawa, Canada.  We were founded in 

2013, by our president James Sutherland. 

We are a technology startup company that provides software and services internationally.  Our 

two partners both have over 20 years of software development experience.  We have experience 

leading major software development projects, and have consulted with fortune 500 companies 

intentionally. 

For more information please email us at  sales@paphusolutions.com 
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